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Abstract - Mostly Gemini viruses have been characterized by 

symptomatology and host range tests,reliance on symptoms only; 

may impede diagnosis, as symptoms are affected by several 

variables such as virus strain, the growth stage of the plant at the 

time of infection, the plant cultivar and environment conditions. 

 The particles of gemini viruses occur in plants in only 

low to moderate concentrations, which can be inadequate for 

detection by the conventional serological tests but are adequate 

for some of the newer, more sensitive methods like polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR).DNA probes can be valuable especially 

those derived from the DNA-2 of bipartite genomes they are used 

to detect virus in homologous sequences.PCR is especially useful 

for detecting gemini viruses, because of its sensitivity to the viral 

template in low titers. In addition, taxonomically informative 

domains may be amplified by PCR. 

 Annealing temperature, type and concentration of 

PCR additives and MgCl2 concentration were first adjusted to 

improve sensitivity and reproducibility. DNA concentration 

required for amplification was assessed by detection of the initial 

and end points of dilution and the intensity of the amplified 

bands. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

istorically, Gemini viruses have been characterized by 

symptomatology and host range tests. A reliance on 

symptom development may impede diagnosis, as symptoms 

are affected by several variables such as virus strain, the 

growth stage of the plant at the time of infection, the plant 

cultivar and environment conditions. [1] 

 In general, the particles of gemini viruses occur in 

plants in only low to moderate concentrations, which can be 

inadequate for detection by the conventional serological tests 

but are adequate for some of the newer, more sensitive 

methods for e.g. Immunosorbent electron microscopy is 

possible, although it is not straight forward because the virus 

particles are disrupted or damaged in some buffers and they 

show relatively poor contrast in most electron dense 

strains.DNA probes can be valuable especially those derived 

from the DNA-2 of bipartite genomes they are used to detect 

virus in homologous sequences [2]. 

 Among several diagnostic tools available, the 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using degenerate primers 

has been the most useful for the detection of Gemini viruses. 

PCR is especially useful for detecting Gemini viruses, because 

of its sensitivity to the viral template in low titers. In addition, 

taxonomically informative domains may be amplified by PCR 

and used in identification and phylogenetic studies. [3] and [4] 

II. MATERIALS & METHODS 

A.  Experimental Strategies for PCR  

 The isolation of DNA from plant is often a limiting 

factor; this is because of the special nature of plant tissue and 

cells. A tough cell-wall, abundant secondary metabolites, 

presence of several classes of chemical compounds with 

varying properties are the feature unique to plant cells and 

these have led to the development of several plant specific 

DNA isolation procedures. Once the DNA is isolated it can be 

subjected to PCR analysis. The PCR in general is a technique 

requiring several rigorous conditions. Thus the experimental 

strategy for carrying out studies in case of plants using PCR-

based approach is mainly influenced by the PCR-conditions. 

 As a technique, though PCR is simple, it is also 

influenced by a number of factors,which include, 

commercial and biological source and quality of the 

thermostable polymerase, length and base composition of the 

primers, concentration of the template and primer, 

concentration of Mg
++

ions, presence or absence of K
+
 ions, 

stringency of Primer annealing conditions, thermocycler 

parameters such as ramping and its duration, cycle parameters 

such as number and duration of cycles, cleanliness of work, 

especially the presence or absence of other contaminating 

DNAs. Several workers have described the role of above 

parameters and have also detailed the optimization of the 

experimental protocols [5], [6]. 

After the PCR has been carried out, the amplification 

product can be analysed by gel electrophoresis on 1.4% 

agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide and visualized by 

UV lamp. The patterns of bands revealed are used for 

comparison amongst healthy and diseased plants. This 

technology is proving to be invaluable in pathogen analysis, 
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especially in case of viruses. This technology is being used for 

detection of pathogens present in low concentration. 

B. Reaction setup for PCR amplification 

DNA isolated was checked on 0.8% agarose get by 

electrophoresis for quality and yield. 

Isolated DNA was given RNAase treatment to remove RNA 

by treating it with RNAase (100mg/ml stock - Solution of 

which 2l was used in 5l of DNA) at 37
0
C for 1 hour. Yield 

was again checked on 0.8% agarose by electrophoresis. 

Optimization of the PCR amplification was done in order to 

maximize sensitively and reproducibility of detection of virus 

templates in DNA from symptomatic leaves using degenerate 

primers. Annealing temperature, type and concentration of 

PCR additives and concentration of PCR additives and MgCl2 

concentration were first adjusted to improve sensitivity and 

reproducibility sensitivity was assessed by detection of the 

initial and end points of dilution and the intensity of the 

amplified bands. 

Table-I 
Detection of initial and end points of dilution and respective amplified band 

intensity 

Replicates 

Dilutions 

30ng 20ng 10ng 5ng 

1 +++ ++ + - 

2 ++++ ++ + - 

3 +++ +++ + - 

4 +++ ++ + - 

      ++++ -          Very intense amplified band 

        +++ -           Intense amplified band 

          ++ -           Visible amplified band 

            +  -            Barely visible band 

When DNA was used at concentration above 30ng/l, 

shearing in bands were seen. 

 From table-I it is evident that 30ng/l of DNA is most suitable 

for the PCR so 30ng/l concentration of DNA was used for 

PCR and DNA from symptomatic leaves were diluted to get 

30ng/l of concentration and following PCR reaction was set. 

 dNTPs - 1.0l 

 Taq DNA Polymerase- 0.5l 

 10X Buffer- 2.5l 

 Primer A (Forward) - 1.0l (~ 25ng/l) 

 Primer B (Reverse) - 1.0l (~ 25ng/l) 

 DNA from diseased and healthy leaf - 1.0 l 

The rest of the volume (18l) was made up by water up to 

25l. 

 This reaction mixture was put in DNA engine (PCR 

machine) for the following cycles. 

  94
0
C - 5 Minute  

  94
0
C - 1 Minute 

  52
0
C - 1 Minute 

  72
0
C - 1 Minute 

  72
0
C - 5 Minute  

  4
0
C - for ever 

When reaction cycle is completed then amplified product was 

checked in 1.2% agarose gel by taking 10l of PCR product 

with 2l of dye, bromophenol blue. 

This PCR product is run along the marker -DNA ECQRI and 

Hind-III double digest to determine the size or base pairs of 

bands. For control, DNA from the healthy leaf is also given 

the same reaction mixture for PCR amplification and run on 

the same gel. The PCR amplification product were resolved in 

1.2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide and screened 

on UV transilluminator Gel  documentation system for 

analysis was used to take photograph of gel for analysis. 

Degenerate primer pairs [7] is used for DNA amplification. 

The two degenerate oligonucleotide primers had the following 

sequences. 

Primer 

PA - 5' TAA TAT TAC CGG AGG AGG CCC CC3' 

PB - 5' TGG ACC TAA CAA GGG CCT TCA CA 3' 

       These degenerate primers permit detection of sub-group-

III Gemini viruses by annealing to sequences that flank the 

conserved core region of the coat protein gene, yielding a 

diagnostic about 565bp virus fragment [8]. This means primer 

will bind to the DNA of virus only and amplification of that 

particular DNA will be done by PCR. 

        Plate-I of gel shows marker in first and last lane. Second 

and third lane represents control plant. Fourth, fifth and sixth 

lane contain amplification product of diseased leaf. As it is 

evident from the photograph of gel that the lane containing 

amplification product of diseased plant are showing a specific 

band of about 500 bp, no such band is seen in control lane 

making it clear that the virus under study belongs to family 

Gemini viridae and subgroup-III genus begomovirus species 

cowpea golden mosaic virus. 

 
Figure: 1 First and last lane- Molecular weight markers, second and third 
lane- control plants, fourth fifth and sixth row- diseased plant with 500bp 

band. 
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III. DISCUSSION 

For identification of gemini viruses, serology has 

never been a preferred tool for the simple reason that the 

particles are difficult to purify, making it hard to produce 

good antisera. On the other hand begomo virus is the close 

serological relationship due to conservation in coat protein 

gene [9], as a result polyclonal antibody raised against one 

begomovirus could detect all the begomoviruses in double 

antibody sandwich ELISH or ISEM. 

Because of the difficulty in purifying begomoviruses 

virion particles, nucleic acid based approaches like PCR are 

being widely preferred for the diagnosis. Advent of PCR 

technique revolutionized research on begomoviruses. Full 

length genome or specific regions in the viral genome are 

amplified with degenerate primers or specific primers. 

Diagnostic PCR should fulfill several qualitative 

characteristics, of which the most important are specificity, 

sensitivity, efficiency and reproducibility. Designed 

degenerate primers flank the 5' terminal region of the coat 

protein gene to specifically detect begomoviruses and when 

tested with degenerate primers it showed the specific band in 

the diseased plant DNA corresponding to the coat protein 

gene of begomovirus confirming the presence of begomovirus 

in diseased plants 
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